The underlying principle of the DR-LINK System is that retrieval must be at the conceptual level, not the word level. That is, a successful retrieval system must retrieve on the basis of what people mean in their query, not just what they say in their query. The same is true of documents -their representation needs to capture the content at the conceptual level of expression. To accomplish this human-like goal, DR-LINK aims to represent and match documents and queries at all of the available levels of linguistic expression at which meaning is conveyed. Accordingly, we have developed a modular system which processes, represents, and matches text at the lexical, syntactic, semantic, and discourse levels of language. In concert, these levels of representation permit DR-LINK to achieve a level of intelligent retrieval beyond more traditional approaches.
Description of System

Approach
The underlying principle of the DR-LINK System is that retrieval must be at the conceptual level, not the word level. That is, a successful retrieval system must retrieve on the basis of what people mean in their query, not just what they say in their query. The same is true of documents -their representation needs to capture the content at the conceptual level of expression. To accomplish this human-like goal, DR-LINK aims to represent and match documents and queries at all of the available levels of linguistic expression at which meaning is conveyed. Accordingly, we have developed a modular system which processes, represents, and matches text at the lexical, syntactic, semantic, and discourse levels of language. In concert, these levels of representation permit DR-LINK to achieve a level of intelligent retrieval beyond more traditional approaches.
The DR-LINK system takes an innovative approach to dealing with the specific characteristics of the information retrieval tasks required in TIPSTER, focusing on the development of a retrieval system where documents as well as queries are enriched with multiple levels of annotation, with the final representation being a network of concepts and relations expressed in a conceptual graph (Sowa, 1984) , thereby enabling retrieval based on conceptual relations. Relations are extracted and represented throughout the system at many levels, ranging from relations between words, to case relations between arguments of a verb, to discourse level relations involving whole sections of text.
The system's conceptual processing was particularly motivated by various semantic restrictions often found in the TIPSTER topic statements. A retrieval system needs to be able to process natural language sentences and extract key concepts and the implicit relations among them, which cannot be expressed as a set of keywords or phrases. For example, it may be crucial to detect documents that talk about a dispute between Airbus and an aircraft company (i.e. the specific relationship between the two concepts), not just about dispute, Airbus, and aircraft company in isolation. Additional relations, e.g. the discourse level relations of 'pending' or 'consequence of' are essential requirements of topic statements that need be fulfilled in relevant documents. In order to achieve conceptual level representation, we have implemented a range of methods for detecting concepts and extracting relations from natural language sentences in a large text database, by detecting domain-independent linguistic patterns that reveal relations between concepts, which are contained in the set of knowledge bases. Our efforts at knowledge base construction were geared toward general-purpose use in a variety of text processing applications and were guided by corpus statistics, machine-readable lexical resources, and linguistic theories.
Processing Flow
The DR-LINK system employs sophisticated, linguistically-oriented text processing techniques throughout in order to capture the necessary conceptual information in texts. Since various modules in the system require different annotations of the texts, we opted for staged processing rather than a single-stage full parsing. The system was developed in a modular fashion and functional modularity has been achieved. As currently configured, DR-LINK performs a staged processing of documents, with each module adding a meaningful annotation to the text. For matching, a topic statement undergoes analogous processing to determine its relevancy requirements for documents at each stage.
Among the many benefits of staged processing are: improvements and adjustments can be easil~rnade within any module; the contribution of the various stages can be empirically tested by simply turning them on or off; modules can be re-ordered for better utilization of document annotations, and; individual modules can be incorporated in other evolving systems. The full flow is described in detail in the following section.
1.3Description of Key Modules
As currently configured, the DR-LINK System ( Figure  1 ) consists of two stages of processing. The system description and results will be reported according to this division. All of the documents in a corpus are processed by the modules of Stage One, which produces a ranked list of documents according to their predicted degree of relevance to an individual query. In the TIPSTER environment, this ranking was used in two ways: one was for submission of test-runs for the twenty-four month relevance assessment evaluation; the second was for provision of a selected set of documents for further analysis and matching by Stage Two. As seen in Figure  1 , Stage One consists of the modules beginning with the Text Structurer which lead into the Integrated Matcher, while the modules beginning with the Relation Concept Detector which lead into the Conceptual Graph Matcher comprise Stage Two.
The ~ provides a clean, standardized set of documents and queries for use in both Stage One and Stage Two. The Preprocessor subdivides newspaper texts into their subtexts on the basis of orthographic clues. This means that long newspaper articles which concatenate numerous reports will be accurately processed as separate stories. Part-of-speech tags are added to the pre-processed texts using our C version of BBN's POST (Meteer et al., 1991) . Since several modules require segmentation of individual sentences, we apply our constituent boundary bracketer to the tagged texts to identify boundaries of clauses and noun phrases using a relatively simple pattern-driven processing.
Stage One Modules
The Ig,v&,~.lrdl.qlllr, g~ is based on discourse linguistic theory which suggests that texts of a particular type have a predictable text-level structure which serves as an indication of how and where certain information endemic to a text-type will be conveyed. We have implemented a Text Structurer for the newspaper texttype, which produces an annotated version of a news article in which each clause or sentence is tagged for the specific slot it instantiates in the news-text model, e.g. MAIN EVENT, EXPECTATION, CONSEQUENCE.
The structural annotations are used to respond more precisely to information needs expressed in Topic Statements, where some aspects of relevancy requirements such as time, source, intentionality, and state of completion can only be met by understanding a Topic Statement's discourse requirements (e.g. the consequences of automation; a proposed theme park development).
The Text Structurer assigns news-text component labels to document clauses/sentences on the basis of four types of linguistic evidence learned from text. We have reduced the matching complexity via a function that maps the thirty-eight news-text components which are recognized in documents to seven meta-component requirements which are recognized in Topic Statements. This allows the system to impose fine-level structure on newspaper articles with excellent precision and to map this fuller set of text components to the appropriate level of discourse requirement specificity typically expressed in Topic Statements.
The Subject Field Coder (SFCoder) uses an establishet~ semantic coding scheme from the machinereadable Longmans Dictionary of Contemporary English (LDOCE) to tag each word in a text with its disambiguated subject code (e.g. Agriculture, Military, Political Science) and to then produce a fixed-length, subject-based vector representation of each document's and query's contents. Using the SFCoder, each text or sub-text is represented as a vector of the normalized frequencies of the SFCs for that unit's constituent words. The normalized SFC vectors represent the implicit semantics of text at a level of abstraction above the word level.
The V-8 SFC Matcher combines the annotations of the Text Structurer and the SFCOder in a representation that captures the distribution of SFCs across the discourse meta-components that occur in a document. Up to eight SFC-vectors are produced for each documentone for each of the seven Text Structure metacomponents, plus one for the combined categories. Experimentation with several formulas for combining the similarity values of the meta-component SFC vectors which are responsive to a particular query indicated that the Dempster-Shafer algorithm is superior. The V-8 Matcher's unique combination of discourse semantics and lexical semantics produced a 13% improvement in precision over matching on just lexical semantics. (Liddy et al, 1993b The CF Handler selects the best case frame by attempting to instantiate each case frame and determine which one is satisfied most by the sentence at hand. This can be seen as a sense disambiguation process using both syntactic and semantic information. The semantic restriction information contained in the case frames were obtained from LDOCE, and when the sentence is processed, the CF Handler also consults LDOCE to get semantic restriction information for individual constituents surrounding the verb in the sentence and compares it with the restrictions in the case frames of the verb as a way to determine which case frame is likely to be the correct one. For example, with the sentence fragment .... the chairman declined to elaborate on the disclosure .... the CF Handler chooses an appropriate case frame and produces
The Nominalized Verb (NV) Handler consults the NV case frames to identify a NV in a sentence and create CRC triples based on the rule. At the same time, it converts the NV into its verb form. In this way, we can allow for a match between a CG fragments generated from a phrase containing verb and another fragment generated from a noun phrase containing the corresponding nominalized verb. For example, the NV Handler converts the sentence fragment, ... the company's investigation of the incident .... into
This process is much more than a sophisticated way of performing stemming in that we canonicalize concept-relation-concept triples rather than just concept nodes.
The Ad-Hoc Handler looks for lexical patterns not covered by any of the other special handlers. Its processing is also driven by its own knowledge base of patterns to infer relations between concepts. The knowledge base contains a small number of simple patterns involving BE verbs and more than 350 pattern rules for phrasal patterns across phrase boundaries (e.g. "... for the purpose of ...' reveals the relation GOAL), by which important relations are extracted. The pattern rules specify certain lexical patterns and the order of occurrences of words belonging to certain part-of-speech categories, and the CRC triples to be generated. These patterns require a processing capability no more powerful than a finite state automaton.
The Concentual Granh Generator merges individual CI~C triples generated for a document to form a set of conceptual graphs, each corresponding to a clause in most cases. Since more than one handler can generate different triples for the same concept pairs (e.g. a prepositional phrase handled by the CF handler and the NP/PP handler) based on independently constructed rules and on independent processes, a form of conflict resolution is necessary. In the current implementation, we simply order the execution of different handlers based on the general quality of the rules and the resulting triples so that more reliable handlers have higher precedence.
For semi-automatic processing of topic statements for CG generation, the current system first applies the same RCD and CG generator modules to produce topic statement CGs. Several topic statement-specific processing requirements have been identified, some of which have been implemented as post-processing routines and others are under development. These include: elimination of concept and relation nodes corresponding to contentless meta-phrases (e.g.
"Relevant document must identify ..."); handling of negated parts of topic statements; automatic assignment of weights to concept and relation nodes, and; merging common concept appearing in different sections of topic statements.
The ~ adds Ro~et's International Thesaurus codes to individual concept nodes as a way to make our current representation more "conceptual", so that the label on the nodes is not a word but a position of the hierarchy of RIT. The lowest level position beyond individual lexical items in the RIT hierarchy consists of several terms within the delimiter of semi-colons, which represents a concept.
The mapping from a word (called target) in text to a position in RIT requires sense disambiguafion, and our approach is to use the words surrounding the target word as the context within which the sense of the target word is determined and one or more RIT codes are selected. The algorithm selects minimal number (i.e. one or more) of RIT codes, not just the best one, for target words since we feel that some of the sense distinctions made in RIT are unnecessarily subtle, and it is unlikely that any attempts to make such fine distinctions would be successful and hence contribute to information retrieval.
The Concentual Granh Mil|chel"s main function is to determine the relevance of each document against a topic statement CG and produce a ranked list of documents as the output of Stage Two of the system. Using the techniques necessary to model plausible inferences with CGs, this module computes the degree to which the topic statement CG is covered by the CGs in the document.
While our approach has the ability to enhance precision by exploiting the structure of the CGs and the semantics of relations in document and topic statement CGs, and by attempting to meet the specific semantic constraints of topic statements, we also attempt to increase recall by allowing flexibility in node-level matching. Concept labels can be matched partially (e.g. between "Bill Clinton' and "Clinton'), and both relation and concept labels can be matched inexactly (e.g. between "aid' and "loan' or between "AGENT' and "EXPERIENCER'). For both inexact and partial matches, we determine the degree of matching and apply a multiplication factor less than 1 to the resulting score. For inexact matching cases, we have used the relation similarity table, described above in the Complex Nominal Phraser section, to determine the degree of similarity between pairs of relations. Although this type of matching slows down the matching time, we feel that until we have a more accurate way of determining the conceptual relations and a way to represent at a truly conceptual level (e.g. our attempt to use RIT codes), it is necessary. More importantly, the similarity table reflects our ontology of relations and allows for matching between relations produced by different RCD handlers whose operations in turn are heavily dependent on the domain-independent knowledge bases.
.Hardware/Software Requirements
The DR-LINK System has been running in a university environment on a Sun Spare workstation, running UNIX, with a C compiler. The only special-purpose software required is a part-of-speech tagger that is a C version of the POST tagger (Meteer et al, 1991) . We are currently developing our own tagger based on morphological statistics (Liddy & McHale, in press) . No special-purpose hardware is required to run the DR-LINK system.
Efficiency/Speed/Throughput Statistics
There are two points to be made regarding the notion of efficiency. First, there is no question that the sophisticated text processing and document retrieval using the rich representations described above can be done only at the expense of processing time requirements. The primary goal of the project to date has been to focus on developing and implementing new ideas in a prototype without much concern for efficiency. Whenever there was a choice between efficiency and a potential for improved effectiveness through richer representation and more sophisticated processing, we chose the latter. In other words, our design goal was to include as many features as possible so that they can be tested not only as a whole but also individually.
Secondly, since we conduct our research in a university environment, DR-LINK does not have a dedicated server and must time-share computing resources with all students and faculty. Therefore the throughput reported here is the lower bound to be expected of even this prototype system. Additionally, since the text processing and matching were done on different machines shared by multiple processes, it was not possible to generate statistics on efficiency of the system which can be used reliably as a prediction of throughput of a future operational system using the algorithms in the current experimental system.
There are a few points we can report in this regard. Stage One of the system can analyze and annotate the representation of an estimated 1.5 Megabyte of documents an hour. We do not have reliable times on the matching for Stage One. Currently, we are putting our effort into extending and optimizing Stage One's matching process for our ongoing tech-transfer efforts.
In order to provide some indication of how much time was spent running Stage Two of the system for the 24th month evaluation, we gathered statistics using a small sample of documents on a SUN SPARC-10 workstation with 128 RAM for both concept-relationconcept generation and matching. The RCD module processed the already POS-tagged and bracketed text at the rate of approximately 12K bytes per second to produce concept-relation-concept triples.
The result of the sample runs of the CG matcher in the same computing environment shows a wide range of time requirements depending on topic statements. With a sample Wall Street Journal documents and three topic statements, the average matching times per document varied from 1 second to 12 seconds. It appears that the time required for matching depends on such factors as: the number of nodes in the topic statements; the frequency of topic statement nodes in document conceptual graphs (i.e. specificity of concept nodes); the extent to which similarity tables (concept term similarities, relation similarities, and complex nominal similarities) need to be looked up for inexact matching; and the connectivity and size of conceptual graphs for both topic statement and document.
Key Innovations of System
One unique aspect of DR-LINK is its ability to represent content at the conceptual level rather than the word level to enable intelligent information processing which mimics the multiple levels of language comprehension used by humans in understanding text and determining whether information is relevant to a query. The output of Stage One combines the lexical, syntactic, semantic, and discourse levels of understanding into a single prediction of adocument's relevance for a query. The key innovations can be summarized as follows. Stage One of DR-LINK:
• Accepts as input, a user's lengthy, ambiguous, complex, natural language query, which it translates into a precise Boolean representation of user's relevance requirements.
• Produces summary-level, semantic vector representations of queries and documents which are used to quickly provide a reliable ranking of large sets of documents at the subject-domain level. The application of a tested regression formula determines a cut-off criterion for an individual query so that quick and accurate filtering of large data sets can be done.
• Fulfills the focused proper noun requirements of queries with highly accurate proper noun categorization and controlled expansion of proper names via all variants of proper noun entities and expansion of proper noun categories to their constituent members.
• Has the capability of providing high recall and precision simultaneously, via controlled expansion of complex nominals using lexical resources for expansion of each member of the complex nominal combined with corpus statistics on phrase contexts so that the substantive content of a query can be matched in its synonymous phrasings (e. g. capital spending -> capital expenditures -> equipment expenditures; trade ban -> trade sanctions -> export sanctions).
• Detects the implicit significance, temporal, credibility, state of completion, and intention aspects of information in documents by use of the inherent discourse-level structure of various text types. These more holistic information aspects regarding the content of a document are conveyed via discourse-level features and frequently cannot be detected by reliance on word or sentence level linguistic features.
• Combines evidence from the multiple levels of linguistic processing done on both the query and documents to assign a degree of belief, based on implicit and explicit semantics, represented as a single weight, that a particular document is likely to be relevant.
Stage Two of the system is unique and innovative in its attempt to explicitly satisfy the semantic restrictions contained in topic statements. With the RCD module, we attempted to extract relations between cor/cepts so that documents containing the required concepts that are linked with the required semantic relation would receive a higher score than those without the specified link.
Unlike other rule-based retrieval systems developed for a small domain, the rules in the knowledge bases we developed for relation extractions are domain-independent and were constructed based on corpus statistics and machine-readable lexicai resources such as LDOCE. Since the rules are domain-independent and based on general linguistic patterns, they can be applied to any information retrieval contexts regardless of the types or domains of databases. In addition, the scope and coverage of the knowledge bases can be extended easily with the same methodology that relies on the linguistic patterns of the lexical resources and the corpus.
To our best knowledge, our work is the first attempt to represent document and query contents in conceptual graphs for information retrieval and model information retrieval as conceptual graph matching which is a form of inferencing. With this representation, furthermore, we incorporated Dempster-Shafer's theory of evidence (Shafer, 1976) as the basis for computing the similarity between a document and a query so that information retrieval can be modeled as a process of gathering evidence under uncertainty . As a result, our development of the DR-LINK system has laid a firm foundation for using relations and structural representation of documents and user needs in information retrieval environments where a large volume of texts needs to be handled.
Original Project/System Goals
As required, we proposed to develop a system which would be portable, modular, extensible, and domain independent. With the domain and language independence requirements, one of the main emphases of the original project was to develop a learning module that would acquire structure-revealing and relation-revealing patterns over time by processing texts with or without human intervention. It became apparent at an early stage of the project that it would be more fruitful to de-emphasize the goal of making the learning module as autonomous as possible and shift our attention to developing linguistic knowledge bases and algorithms.We now find, at the end of Phase I, that certain modules are at the point where we can exploit machine learning. We now have an understanding of the meta-processes involved in these modules, including the nature of their underlying models, and the linguistic evidence which the system needs for learning.
To an extent, we believe that the original goals of portability, modularity and extensibility have been achieved in certain modules of the system. For example, the Subject Field Coder algorithms, including the semantic disambiguation algorithm, have been successfully ported to another machine-readable lexical resource, and are producing vectors which provide retrieval results equal to the original implementation with LDOCE. Modularity has quite demonstrably been achieved as evidenced by our re-ordering of the Stage One modules for the twenty-four month test runs in order to produce the highly successful V-8 vectors which combine SFC and Text Structure information. In terms of extensibility, the Subject Code vector approach to implicit semantic level representation of text content has been proposed for extension into a multilingual environment, where it will be used to provide crosslanguage semantic representation and access to documents in six languages (Liddy et al, 1993a) .
Another important aspect of the original project was to explicitly deal with user information needs by developing a method of constructing and using user profiles for the purpose of better representing user information needs. The user profiles in this context are much more extensive than the notion of profiles for routing. With the practical difficulty of accessing real users for modeling and testing purposes, however, the idea was dropped at an early stage.
Evolution of System over Two Years
We had originally envisioned a less modular, more integrated processing of texts which would basically combine two major levels of representation: discourse level structure and semantic relations as expressed in Conceptual Graphs. Also, we had originally planned for Conceptual Graph representations to be constructed for all the documents. When it began to appear that this was unreasonable due to the processing requirements of the CG Matcher, we introduced the Subject Field Coder as a means of limiting the number of documents which would need to be processed by Stage Two. The SFCoder has proven to be not only a reliable predictor of relevant document sets, it also has proven to be a unique way of adding implicit semantics to our representations. In addition, the SFC vectors provide an excellent representation on which to cluster the collection for browsing ).
We had not originally intended to have a system with two such distinct stages as are present in the current system. The original goal was a continued enhancement of text as it passed through the full length of the system. However, the exigencies of ARPA testing required that the system produce ranked output for comparative evaluation for the eighteenth month testing. Since the Relation Concept Detector and CG Generator and Matcher (which were originally planned to produce the only ranking of documents) were not completed, we started providing ranked results from the first few modules, which~eventually became known as Stage One. These results were surprisingly good even though many important aspects of retrieval had not yet been included. Subsequently, additional levels of representation and matching were added to Stage One as separate modules. The modular system provided for an environment in which empirical testing of the contribution of various levels of linguistic processing could be performed, as well as an environment in which the results of our detailed analysis of Topic Statement requirements and retrieval results which guided our decisions, could be acted on with the addition of new levels of linguistic analysis. For example, since 85% of the Topic Statements are in some way concerned with proper noun entities, we began the second year of the project with a focus on development of the Proper Noun Interpreter which processes the distinctive linguistic constructions which modify proper nouns for the extraction of vital semantic information. In addition, our observation that both recall and precision could be positively impacted by a constrained expansion of topics via the addition of synonymous phrasings of complex nominals, resulted in the development of the Complex Nominal Phraser.
One particular module, the Text Structurer, has been through a very interesting evolution, including quite drastic shifts from a holistic model, to a distributed, attribute model, back to a model which combined aspects of both of these models. (Liddy, In press ). In addition, the original Text Structurer implementation used eight sources of linguistic evidence which were evaluated by the Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidence Combination (Shafer, 1976) to assign a discourse component label to each segment of text. Analysis of the 18th month results and the relative contribution of each of the evidence sources to the module's performance, led us to reduce the number of evidence sources to four, which also allowed for the implementation of a much leaner model of discourse-level processing.
Accomplishments
DR-LINK, which is still in the process of development, has just begun to achieve its potential, which is the provision of the depth of matching of information source to information need that now occurs only with the assistance of a human intermediary (e. g. librarian or information specialist) who can interview the user; comprehend their information need at the conceptual, not word level; understand the complexity of ways in which the relevant information might be expressed in various information sources, and; bring the user's need and relevant documents together. This is possible because the human intermediary's understanding of both the information need and the information content of documents is not limited to surface level matching. ,The intermediary interprets text (both queries and documents) at the multiple levels at which meaning is conveyed in human language: from pure lexical pattern matching; to the disambiguated semantic word-level representation where only the appropriate sense of an ambiguous word is considered by the intermediary; to the semantic relation level where not only the presence of requested concepts occurs, but these concepts also exist in the desired relations to each other (e.g. company A is the buyer, not the seller); to the discourse level where the structuring of the information content throughout the document conveys implicit relations, and the connections between concepts that are distant in text are brought into alignment.
Stage One of the system has succeeded in combining all levels of linguistic analysis in the provision of very promising retrieval performance. For instance, the rankings produced by Stage One combine both implicit and explicit similarity between documents and queries in a new and principled way. In addition, the Recall Predictor makes use of these combined similarities for the accurate prediction of precisely how many documents from the ranked list need to be reviewed by a user in order to achieve a particular level of recall. This capability is not available in other systems. Given the size of current databases and the real need of some users to review every potentially relevant document, the functionality and reliability of the Recall Predictor is a sizeable accomplishment.
One hard-earned achievement is the recent demonstration of the contribution of the discourse level information which is made available by the Text Structurer. One of the major tenets of the original proposal was that discourse structure would positively impact retrieval. During the two years of the project, our ability to provide discourse information about both documents and queries continually increased. However, our ability to utilize this enrichment was slow in developing. The recent implementation of the V-8 representation provides one very appropriate and successful way to incorporate Text Structure knowledge in Stage One. However, we believe that the full potential of this level of information will only be fully realized when its availability and functional capability is known and exploited by future users. Additionally, a recent realization in the field of IR is that retrieval of very long, full-text documents, such as those in the TIPSTER corpus, may require sub-document processing. Although it was originally believed that paragraph level computations might prove useful, results suggest that orthographic divisions in text are not necessarily appropriate. Discourse theory suggests that the text level model would predict the appropriate subdivisions. We believe that the Text Structure which we can detect in documents will provide the appropriate sub-document units of analysis which are needed for high performance in the retrieval of long documents.
A major accomplishment in Stage Two of the system is that We have laid a foundation for operationalization of an unconventional information retrieval system that can handle a user's semantic restriction explicitly. For the Relation-Concept Detector, it means development of both algorithms and knowledge bases. In the former category are an efficient constituent boundary bracketer and the special handlers (e.g. case frame handler) for different types of pattern rules. For the latter, we have developed: 13,786 case frames, 15,053 nominalized verb patterns, and 350 ad-hoc rules.
Other algorithms have been developed and implemented for the purpose of retrieving documents based on conceptual graphs representations. The RIT coder was developed as an attempt to provide a truly conceptual representation although its efficacy has not been fully tested. The conceptual graph matching algorithm is a flexible retrieval engine capable of modeling uncertainty handling, evidence gathering, and retrieving texts of various sizes (e.g. sentences, paragraphs etc.), when texts are represented as a network of concepts and relations.
While we believe that our accomplishment of building and testing our system in the TIPSTER environment is a significant step toward a breakthrough in information retrieval, the complexity of the approach has forced us to leave many "loose" ends that need to be tightened up and improvements to be made, in order to take full advantage of the power of the algorithms and knowledge bases.
First of all, there are many errors made by individual modules and handlers in Stage Two in generating accurate conceptual graphs. Some errors are propagated through the stages of text processing. For example, the part-of-speech tagger often is confused between VBD (past tense verb) and VBN (past participle). The current bracketer relies on these tags to determine the main verb of a clause or a phrase and makes errors in determining phrase boundaries, which in turn leads the Case Frame Handler to assign incorrect case roles to noun phrases. Since conjunctions are not handled properly either within the bracketer or within the special handlers, primarily due to our design decision to make the algorithms non-recursive for simplicity and efficiency, many errors were made in the RCD output.
These errors had much more severe impact on query construction for Stage Two. We applied the same RCD module to the topic statements with a few additions such as eliminating "meta-phrases" and assigning weights automatically. The frequent occurrences of conjunctions and other sub-language features of topic statements such as parentheticals and examples were not handled by the Stage Two Topic Statement processor in a special way, sometimes resulting in inadequate representations. The negative impact of these errors manifest itself when the retrieval results from the 24th month evaluations are compared to those with manually constructed queries in 18th month evaluations . Although they differ in terms of topics and databases, the 18th month results were superior to the 24 month results.
Another aspect of the RCD module that has not been fully developed is the handling of prepositions. There was no direct attempt in RCD to deal with the unsolved problem of prepositional phrase attachment. We adopted the simple default rule that unless a case role is assigned to a prepositional phrase by the expectation in the case frame (as specified in LDOCE), it is attached to the nearest constituent with a general relation. While the scheme of inexact matching between relations helped alleviating the inaccurate assignments of relations, we observed many remaining problems.
Based on our failure analysis of Stage Two, it appears that all the errors mentioned above and the incomplete nature of some of the handlers (e.g. ad-hoc handler) resulted in the lack of matches on relation nodes when document and query conceptual graphs are matched. In other words, there weren't as many connected graphs in the matching results as expected, and the payoff we expected from all the efforts we put in to extract relations weren't as great.
S. Evaluation Summary
The DR-LINK System was tested as a Type B system, meaning that it was run against a smaller, more homogenous corpora than the other systems. In many ways, therefore, our results are hard to compare to the other detection contractors' performance. Results were produced for the Ad Hoc Topic Statements against the Wall Street Journal collections and the Routing Topic Statements against the San Jose Mercury collection. Stage One queries were automatically constructed, while Stage Two queries were semi-automatically generated in that automatically generated queries were adjusted to merge a small number of common concept nodes appearing across different Topic Statement fields.
Official Results
Stage One produced seven runs in the Routing situation and three runs in the Ad Hoe situation. As can be seen in Tables 1 and 2 , the various Stage One runs produced roughly similar results on the official precision measures. There is little observable differentiation in the results because the conditions tested in Stage One were not of the type to introduce much variation in the top of the ranked lists, but rather, were designed to improve the Recall Predictor's ability to pass to Stage Two a set containing as many of the relevant documents as possible using various methods for combining documents from four possible document groupings. The variation between runs occurred either further down the ranking of one thousand documents which were used to compute precision or, in some instance, even past the one thousand document point.
To understand the variations we were testing, consider each document's similarity value for a given Topic Statement as being composed of two elements. One element is the implicit similarity represented by the SFC vector value and the other element is the explicit similarity value that represents the combined Proper Noun, Complex Nominal, and Text Structure similarities. The system applies the multiple regression formula, and computes the mean and standard deviation of the distribution of the SFC similarity values for the individual Topic Statement. Using these statistical values, the system produces the cut-off criterion value. Since the eighteen-month results indicated that 74% of the relevant documents had an explicit similarity to the Topic Statement and the remaining 26% of the relevant documents had no such explicit similarity, this information was also used in predicting what proportion of the relevant documents should come from which segment of the ranked documents in order to achieve full recall. The groupings which are used to produce the final ranking can be envisioned as consisting of four segments, as shown in Figure 2 .
Four groups are required to reflect the two-way distinction mentioned above. The first distinction is between those groups which have an explicit similarity (Groups 1 and 2) and which should contain 74% of the relevant documents and those documents without an explicit similarity (Groups 3 and 4), which should contribute 26% of the relevant documents. The second distinction is between those documents whose SFC similarity value is above the predicted cut-off criterion (Groups 1 and 3) and those whose SFC similarity value is not (Groups 2 and 4).
In Table 1 , which presents the Adhoc results, the three runs all use the univector (as compared to V-8) version of the SFC representation. DRwu~l is the "straight Table 1 . Stage 1, Adhoc combination" of document similarity values. This means that the ranking is produced by concatenating the ranks from the groups in sequential order from 1 to 4. Therefore, all documents that have any match on the explicit Proper Noun or Complex Nominal requirements of the Topic Statement will precede documents without any such match. As a result, documents which have any explicit similarity, even though their implicit similarity might be very low, will outrank a document with very high implicit similarity. Therefore, this run emphasizes explicit similarity.
DRwurl uses the "regression" formula, which incorpoates the predicted percentage of relevant documents with and without an explicit match, to rank the documents. That is, the system will produce the ranking by concatenating the documents above the appropriate cut-off from Group 1; then documents above the appropriate cut-off from Group 3, then documents from Group 2. Therefore, this run emphasizes implicit similarity.
DRwu!.._l uses a "modified regression" formula to produce rankings. This is an adaptation of the regression approach, since our test results show that there is a potential 8% error in the predicted cut-off criterion for 100% recall. Therefore, we used extrapolation to add the appropriate proportion of the top ranked documents from Group 2 to Group 1, before concatenating documents from Group 3. Comparison of the results shows that reliance on the regression formula, DRwurl, without the modification, produced the highest precision on three out of the four precision measures.
Run
The results from the routing queries (Table 2) , which were run against the San Jose Mercury, reflect the fact that the regression formula was developed on earlier queries using the Wall SWeet Journal as the training corpus. Therefore, it is not surprising that in the first three runs, the "straight" run (DRsu~I) surpasses the runs based on the regression formula (DRsurl) and the modified regression formula (DRsuml).
The remaining four runs use the V-8 vectors, which use SFC similarity values based on those segments of the document whose Text-Structure match the Text Structure requirement of the Topic Statement. A second variable which was tested in these runs is how to best combine the V-8 similarities. DRsEIrl and DRs_dsl are based on use of the Dempster-Shafer evidence combining algorithm, while DRarl and DRasl combine the evidence using a straight average. The DempsterShafer algorithm outperforms the averaging approach. The comparisons were run using both the "straight" approach to combining documents from the four groups described above, as well as the "regression" approach. As expected, since the regression formula was trained on the Wall Street Journal, it did not perform as well in the routing situation, as did the "straight" approach.
One result which we would like to point out is the 12.6% improvement in average precision which the V-8 use of discourse structure information provides, as can be seen by comparing DRsdrl (V-8 combined using the Dempster Shafer algorithm) to DRsurl (univector) . Since the use of discourse level linguistic information is new to the field of information retrieval, this result is a very promising first effort. Tables 3 and 4 provide document level averages for Stage One, as a common measure for comparison of Stage One and Stage Two output. That is, Table 3 can be compared with Tables 5 and 6 for Stage 2 output on  the routing queries and Table 4 can be compared with Table 7 for Stage Two output on the ad hoc queries.
In conclusion, although the official results for Stage One may not be equal to the other contractors' system performance, it should be remembered that the performance goal of Stage One was to enrich the texts with the multiple levels of linguistic representation which would permit Stage One to pass the selected level of recall in the ranked lists provided to Stage Two for further refinement and matching. As discussed in the Section 5.2 on Unofficial Results for Stage One, this goal was achieved with resounding success.
At 5 For Stage Two of the DR-LINK system, the official runs we submitted were different in many ways from those other systems produced. The input for the final matching was a relatively small set of documents selected for each topic (2838 documents on average) because Stage Two selected 81% as the recall-level prediction point. Another difference is that only 500 documents from the output for each topic was submitted for evaluation, as opposed to 1000 documents. Finally, due to the time constraints, the numbers of topics for routing and ad-hoc included in the official runs were 45 and 19, respectively. Table 5 shows document level averages for the routing case where SO, S1, $2, and $3 represent different scoring methods in the conceptual graph matching. SO represents the basic scoring scheme explained in secdon 1.3. S1 is a scoring scheme designed to give higher scores those documents containing matched sub-graphs that are less fragmented. In other words, the more coherent the matching sub-graphs are with respect to the query graph, the higher score they get even though the number of matching nodes are the same. This was done by segmenting documents into several parts and computing the scores for them before they are combined. $2 and $3 are two different scoring schemes that take into account the maximum score obtained by a single sub-graph match which was averaged out in the case S1.
At 5 Table 6 shows a set of corresponding values when RIT codes were used in the representation. Although the values in Table 6 are lower than those in Table 5 Because of the fact that only a subset of the entire databases (i.e. a subset of relevant documents) was used for each query and that only 500 documents were submitted for evaluation, we feel that the document level averages are better indicators of the system performance than the recall level averages. Table 7 shows the results for the Stage Two ad-hoc case without RIT codes.
At 5 
Unofficial Results
There is an additional functionality exhibited by Stage One of DR-LINK which is not measured by the official precision and recall formulas. That is, the Recall Predictor can successfully apply a multiple regressionbased cut-off criterion formula to the ranked list of relevant documents produced by Stage One to provide a set of documents which very accurately reflects a selected level of recall, As seen in Table 8 , the baseline run (DRwusl) in which no cut-off prediction is made, post hoc evaluation of the documents judged relevant by the assessors, shows that all the relevant documents were contained in the top 29% of the ranked list, as averaged across the 50 Topic Statements. By comparison, on DRwurl, which uses the regressionbased formula as the criterion to predict the cut-off for 100% recall, a 40% improvement in the portion of the database which is filtered out is achieved, as only 17% needs to be processed by Stage Two. Even more importantly, this system-predicted set of documents contains 97% of the relevant documents. Using the modified regression formula, DRwuml, 99% recall is achieved and only 23% of the database needs to be further processed, a 22% improvement over the baseline. Table 9 presents the same type of result for the routing queries. As noted in the Official Results section, the fact that the regression formula was trained on another corpus than the one it was tested on in the routing situation, produced somewhat poorer results. The actual recall achieved at the 100% predicted recall level is lower than on the adhoc queries, but the savings in the percentage (45%, 49%, 56%) of the database which needs to be further processed is higher. The lower actual recall level performance can be corrected by simply recomputing the regression formula with training data from the appropriate corpus. Table 10 shows that for the Adhoc queries, Stage One actually passed a full 86% of the relevant documents to Stage Two. While for the Routing Queries, 65% of the relevant documents were contained in the set selected by Stage Two. The lower performance for routing again reflects the fact that the regression formula was trained on a different corpus.
Interpretation of Results
Stage One of DR-LINK provided very reasonable results, given that its function was not intendeed to be a stand-alone retrieval system, but was intended to be a filter for Stage Two, whose task was to improve precision by adding a finer level of matching using Conceptual Graphs. Given that, the precision achieved by Stage One based on the use of new and specialized types of linguistic evidence, is very promising. Additionally, it should be remembered that Stage One fared poorly on those Topic Statements in which single words mattered (e.g. cancer), since Stage One did not have any means for explicit matching of single words. Development efforts since the TIPSTER 24 month evaluation have greatly improved the performance of Stage One as a stand-alone retrieval system.
A detailed analysis of the Topic Statements on which Stage One performed well, using the TIPSTER-provided data showing query by query average precision across systems, has shed some light on where Stage One is exhibiting real achievement and promise. Twelve of the twenty-six Topic Statements on which Stage One performed well, were ones in which Text Structure representations were able to place relevant documents higher in the rankings because the information being sought needed to possess a particular discourse-level attribute. This means that not only did information on an entity, person, or event need to be contained in a relevant document, but the information needed to match on another dimension or requirement. This might be, for example, that an event was pending, in which case the temporal relations encoded in the Text Structurer ranked more highly those documents in which the event was mentioned in a FUTURE component of text. Or, the Topic Statement might require information on the impact or outcome of an event. The Text Structure would, in response, rank more highly those documents in which the CONSEQUENCE or EXPECTATION relation was attached to the type of event sought.
An additional twelve Topic Statements on which Stage One performed well, were ones in which a 'not' was included in a subtle way. The Natural Language Query Constructor was able to interpret these logical requirements correctly in its construction of the query which was then matched against the inverted document file.
Given the errors and the incomplete nature of the various system modules as explained in section 4, the relatively low precision values in the tables for Stage Two are not surprising. Nonetheless, when the numbers are interpreted, there are factors that need to be taken into account. First, since Stage Two selected a Recall level of only 81% as its input from Stage One matching, and only top 500, as opposed to 1000, documents were submitted as official runs, smaller portion of all relevant documents were included in the output. In other words, an emphasis needs to be placed in precision of highly ranked documents rather than recall for the Stage Two. The average precision over all relevant documents and the exact R-precision are not necessarily good indicators of any systems whose major role is to enhance precision for the top portion of retrieved documents.
Second, because of the differences in the document databases, the number of topics (45 and 19) , and the number of output documents submitted, the numbers in the tables are meaningful only for the purpose of comparing different strategies within the same system and thus are not to be compared with other systems' performances. The Table 5 and 7 show that even with the exacdy same representation and retrieval methods, the results obtained from different databases and topics are radically different.
Future Work
There are two types of ongoing efforts to improve Stage One of DR-LINK. One effort is to extend the symbolic level of natural language processing developed during Phase I of TIPSTER by such efforts as the extension of the subject code vector algorithm into the multi-lingual environment (Liddy et al, 1993a) ; the development of new corpus analysis techniques for the expansion of complex nominals into their synonymous phrasings, and; the automatic construction of proper noun knowledge bases over time and multiple texts, for the purpose of cross-document inferencing in response to complex queries requiring extensive relational information (Paik, In press ).
The second effort actually constitutes a major paradigm shift in the type of NLP which is used in Stage One. We are exploring ways to exploit the large amount of linguistically well-motivated, tagged text that is currently available for the various modules in the DR-LINK System as the necessary training data for the development of more adaptive techniques for NLP-based information retrieval. The research has commenced with an investigation into whether the functioning of each of the five modules in Stage One can be achieved via either probabilistic or neural-net linguistic processing. The distinctive aspect of our proposed use of the probabilistic approach is that it will use probabilities based on multiple levels of linguistic features.
For Stage Two, we have embarked on the work of increasing the number of relation node matches and thus maximizing the value of the representation. We not only need to correct the errors mentioned above but also need to incorporate the following strategies: 1) merging sentential conceptual graphs with the common concept nodes, which will benefit from anaphora resolution; 2) clean-up and refinement of knowledge bases; 3) extraction of "high-level" relations from a sub-graph to reduce the complexity of the conceptual graphs. We believe that the work to date provides a strong basis for accomplishing the tasks.
In addition to the works described in section 4, we are currently in the process of better understanding the semantic restrictions in the topic statements and how they can be translated into "high-level" relations. There are at least two major advantages: this effort will both increase the value of the current representation and matching methods and reduce the complexity of the conceptual graph representation and hence matching. The second advantage is particularly important in that it will allow us to run many experiments to evaluate various features of the system, which were not possible in Phase I.
In conclusion, we believe that DR-LINK, Phase I has been a successful foray into the use of very rich representations of linguistic information for the retrieval of documents which match the requirements of queries on a wide range of the dimensions on which users' needs can be expressed. The innovative use of Conceptual Graphs shows potential for addressing many difficult issues in information retrieval research.
